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reaction against National Socialism in which the court of law was
but an instrument and a corrupt or terrorized one at that. Having
failed to beat them by the ballot, the cabinet was now using legal
assassination. Working himself into fury he accused the Papen
ministry of that very virtue which his Left opponents were so
unwilling to concede to it, objectivity. Now the nation need refer
to no communiques*, it could see now why he had refused to enter
a Papen cabinet. "I do not recognize your bloodstained objectivity,"
he wrote to Papen in a manifesto. "Though Heaven heap woe
on woe upon us we will have a reckoning with this government
for the execution of our comrades/' and to the five desperadoes he
telegraphed: "Your freedom is our honour." His lieutenants,
great and small, were quick to take the cue. Goering cried to the
condemned: "You are no murderers/' and Rosenberg explained
to the readers of the Voelkische Beobachter that killing a Com-
munist was a righteous deed and that any decent legal code would
recognize degree in homicide.
The government let the clamour go on. It refused to let the
National Socialist president of the Legal Commission of the
Reichstag see the documents in the case. Answering the fury of
the other side, it pointed out with calm dignity that the German
Reich was still a state where law reigned, that the duty of the law
was to maintain order and it could make no exception in favour
of National Socialists. The nation, which might legitimately have
doubted Papen's respect for law if not for order, approved. It also
approved when later the government rather disdainfully com-
muted the sentences to penal servitude after the agitation had been
shown to be ineffective. Fundamentally it was not interested in
law, only in order.
The whole incident shows the depths to which the public life of
Germany had fallen. A sordid murder on which the law of Germany
and not merely an emergency decree was quite clear, was made an
issue which divided a great, educated, and intelligent nation. The
guilt or innocence of the accused was nothing; all that mattered
was the political consequences of an ordinary sentence on five
thugs against whom the evidence was overwhelming and of a
nature that indicated their complete undesirability as members

